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11.7-01 ·J?OT03IIIHCCH5I 11PH J1Jfrhll.i/!1'JlillCKOI;I PAC-
CEiiiTI1lH PEJ:-ITTI.HOPCI\\1X JLY'-IE1l B ?I,llR!lJI1HL!X H 

PEAJI1Hb!X KPl1CTATIJ.LAX. iLB.Kp:y-:r'JI0}~-1. IO.r .Iils:cmr

KoB. BHFIH "Ha;srqrrpn6op", Jleill!Hrpa;u:, CCCP 

8KCIT8p1IM8HT8..JibHO I1 T80p8TlFI8CKli 1i!CCJI8,:U:OBaHbl 

KpYIBH8 y""'I'JIOBHX samiCl'IMOCT8li BbLXO,:U:a ~lOT08!viYIC

CHTI (iN{) ITpTI ;rr,:¥IHal\'Il'I1{8CKOM paccemrn:H p8HTI'8-

HOBCKUX Jiyqej;i: B COB8pi!18h!ili!X KpHCTaJI.n:ax H B 

Kp:VICTaJIJiaX C Hapyrri8Hif"J:JM B pesy.JI:&TaTe BH8I!IIDIX 

B03,:U:8MCTBHJ1 (smrTaKCJ:'ill, H.MI1JiaHTaTJ;rill liOHOB, 11 

T .n.) npnrroBepXHOCTHHI\1 cJioeM. IIp:vr HHTeprrpe

TmJ;Cm g)}( COB8pi!18HHOI'O KpHCTaJI.!la IIO;u:qepKHBa-

8TC.fi IIpOITOpD;I-.IOHaJibHOCT:b QOT08MTICC1'IH liHT8H

C1'IBHOCTYI p8HTI'8HOBCKOI'O BOnHOBOI'O ITQ~q B 

lV18CTaX JIOIWJITI3aiJ;i-1YI aTOf>!IOB, '{TO IT03BOM8T H8-

ITOCp8,:U:CT B8HHO Ha6JTIO,:U:aT:b 8(IxlJeKT :SopMa:trna B 

c.n:yqae :Spsrra. II pH ;u:mDpaKLU'III Ha KpiiCTalli""Ie 

KOH8Y:HO}[ TOJIIII;HI-ill ,:U:8MOHCTpHpy8TC.fi 60JI88 KOHT

paCTH08 ITpO.FIBJI8HH8 8~i_lieKTa "II8H;u:8.T.LJI03Yiii'" Ha 

\Dj{ !10 cpaBH8HHJO C Kpi1BHMTI KaY:aHim (KJC). Ilo

KasaHa BHCOKM 1{J''"BCTBHT8JI:bHOCT:& \DI{ K XaOTII-

1{8CKliJ\1 II HanpaB.JI8HHHtVi CM8li\8illi.fiM aTOiv!OB Ii3 

pemeTOY:HHX TIOJIOJK8:tiHll B IIpH!10B8pXHOCTHOM 

CJIOe, B TOM Y:HCJI8 li B T8X CJiyqa.rrx, KOI',:U:a M 
6JIHSI{}I K rm coBepllleE:Horo KLJHCTa.n:.n:a. 

11.7-02 THE DYNMiliCAL DIFFRACTION DISPERSI-
ON SURFACE FOR CRYSTALS WITH SUPER

LATTICE, By I.R_. __ Entin, Institute of Solid 
State Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences, 
142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow district, USSR. 
The theory of the effects occuring with X-ray 
diffraction on a crystal with a periodic dis
placement field can be developed by two means. 
The first approach uses the theory of diffrac
tion by a distorted crystal e.g. in terms of 
the Takagi equation system. Such technique is 
usually effective only for a one-dimensional 
geometry of the problem. Consideration of a 
crystal with a periodic displacement field as 
an ideal crystal with a modified translation 
symmetry is more general. The reciprocal lat
tice contains the satellites H +n~ as well 
as the principal points 1f, where Ks - the su

perlattice vector. When Ks7"7"kj_/1fl• where k
the wave number of incident radiation, _}(If
the Fourier component of the polarizability, 
the problem can be reduced to a number of in
dependent two-wave problems (R.Konler et al. 
PSS (b) 61, 439, 1974). If Ks and kj_;(1flare 
the values of the same order the principal 
point and the satellites can be near the Ewald 
sphere simultaneously, and the problem does 
not reduce to the two-wave one. An analytic 
solution is obtained for a small amplitude of 
modulation. The result can be represented as 
a modified dispersion surface. As the length 
of a reciprocal lattice cell for a crystal 
with superlattice is equal to Ks' the disper-
sion surface represents in zero approximation 

a set of dispersion hyperbolae shifted by Ks 
relative to one another. The greatest changes 
of the eigenvalues occur in hyperbolic inter
sections, degeneracy connected with intersec
tion being partially or completely lifted .• 

With ifsl H (Fig.l) self-in~section is pos
sible when K:["\t. K

0 
I where ~K0-minimum split

ting of the tw·o-wave dispersion surface. With 
a weak modulation purely imaginary gaps occur 
in intersections. The degeneracy of the real 
parts of the wave vectors is lifted at a par
ticular modulation level depending on the va-
lue Im(_)(-H). When 'Kil1fCFig.2) the degenera-. s 
cy is lifted for any modulation level. The in
tersections correspond to superstructural re
flections whose angular positions differ from 
the positions predicted on the basis of the 
kinematic theory. The imaginary part of the 
correction describes absorbtion and allows to 
explain the Borrmann effect resonant suppres
sion. 
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l 1.7-103 VIRTUAL BRAGG SCATTERING: A PRACTICAL 
SOLUTION OF THE PHASE PROBLEM. By L. D. Chapman, D. R. 
Yoder and R. Colella, Physics Department, Purdue Univers
ity, H. Lafayette, Indiana 47907. 

Multiple beam diffraction can in principle be used for 
phase determination because the relative phases of the 
various structure factors involved play a role in the 
measured intensities. He propose to make use of 
"Virtual Bragg Scattering11

, which is basically 2-beam 
diffraction with slight but measurable perturbations due 
to N-beam effects. The (222) reflection of silicon has 
been accurately measured with Cr-Ka (A= 2. 29 A) in the 
Syillffietric Bragg case, for different values of the azi
muthal angle ¢ which measures the rotation of the crys
tal around the scattering vector. A strong Um;egan
regung peak, the (222-lll-lll), was examined in detail, 
and found to have a width 6~ of about 0.7°. It was 
found that appreciable N-beam effects (2%) ar~ct
able for <!>-values 4 • off the Um1veganregung peak. The 
mechanism responsible for such effects is inherently 
different from that operating on the tails of an ordi
nary 2-beam diffraction peak. It involves transitions 
that do not conserve energy. Hence the name of "Virtual 
Bragg Scat_t:eri~J(. The measured perturbations around 
the (222-111-111) Umweganregung peak are in perfect 
agreement with theoretical calculations. It is shown 
that changing the sign of one of the structure factors 
involved completely changes the expected ¢-dependence of 
the N-beam perturbations around the Umweganregung peak. 
Phase information is therefore shown to be recoverable 
in this way. He believe that this method can be applied 
to mosaic crystals, for which real phase problems exist. 
In fact, given the conditions under 1;hich the present 
experiment is done, the global interaction between 
x-rays and crystal is very weak. The probability of 
multiple scattering is small, and in such a situation 
dynamical and kinematical theories predict the same 
integrated intensities. 


